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KEY FEATURES

Permavent APEX is a 3 layer breather membrane.
APEX is both air and vapour permeable providing unique
condensation control which eliminates the need for low or
high level ventilation. APEX also provides a secondary
barrier to water ingress.
Permavent APEX is fully compliant with BS5534 and an
integrated double tape system allows APEX to be installed
in all UK wind zones.
An untaped option is also available.

PROPERTIES

APEX

Declared Performance
Air Permeable Extra

STANDARD

PROPERTY
Weight,
and
 Air g/m

Vapour permeable

Reaction to fire, class

RESULT

EN 1849-2

180

EN 11925-2

E

EN 12572

0.01

 Integrated double tape system (25% less membrane usage)

Water vapour transmission Sd

Air
m the
/m h50Pa
Eliminates
need
 permeability,

EN 12114
for additional ventilation

Water tightness, class

>36.72

EN 1928

W1

Maximum tensile force (MD), N/50mm

EN 12311-1

358

Maximum tensile force (CD), N/50mm

EN 12311-1

304

Elongation at max. tensile force (MD), %

EN 12311-1

70

Elongation at max. tensile force (CD), %

EN 12311-1

72

Resistance to tearing MD (nail shank), N

EN 12310-1

214

Resistance to tearing CD (nail shank), N

EN 123101-1

218

 For use on any type of roofing/walling applications

Roll size

1m x 50m

Wind Uplift Resistance
WIND UPLIFT
PRESSURE (Pa)

UK WIND
ZONES

<345mm

1177

1-5

<250mm

2745

1-5

<345mm (battened lap)

2351

1-3

BATTEN GAUGE
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KEY FEATURES

Why Use an Air-Open Membrane?
The latest building regulations have seen the introduction of air

testing of modern buildings alongside building design changes, in
order to improve energy efficiency.
The energy efficient cold non-vented roof style can only be
undertaken using breather membrane technology. By eliminating
the drafts that are part of a traditional roof space the heat loss of the
home can be reduced by up to 25%.
Almost all of the problems with new homes are related to condensation
and have come about through bad practice. It is critical that breather
membranes are used correctly.
The correct use of Permavent APEX breather membrane will drastically
improve the impact of condensation in the home.

Building Regulations
The NHBC operate their own technical standards, in parallel to national
building regulations. Their clause (7.2) to BS5250 Code of Practice
states that any vapour permeable underlay requires high level
ventilation regardless of any third party accreditation. However, there
is an exception to this clause when the underlay has third party
accreditation for both air and vapour permeability. This means that
Permavent APEX can be specified without the need for high or low
level ventilation.
The NFRC align themselves with the NHBC regarding best practices
and recommendations when installing roof underlays (NFRC Technical
Bulletin 6, 2012). Being both air and vapour permeable, Permavent
APEX is again exempt from the recommendation of high level
ventilation.

KEY FEATURES
FAQ

What is the Air Permeability value for APEX?

are installed?

What is the minimum recommended lap for Permavent APEX?
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